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Abstract 
Brawley, J.V. and D. Brown, Composed products and module polynomials over finite fields, 
Discrete Mathematics 117 (1993) 41-56. 
A general notion of composition of polynomials over a finite field was introduced by Brawley and 
Carlitz (1987). In their paper they developed a unique decomposition theory in two special cases of 
the composed product, but they left open the question of uniqueness in the general case. This paper 
settles this open question by proving that irreducibles do indeed decompose uniquely with respect to 
the general notion and, in doing so, unifies the two separate treatments of Brawley and Carlitz into 
a single, more general theory. The paper also offers a generalization which unifies into a single theory 
the notions of ‘belonging to an exponent’ and ‘belonging to a q-polynomial’, which are basic in the 
theory of finite fields. 
1. Introduction 
A general notion of composition of polynomials over a finite field was introduced 
by Brawley and Carlitz [l]. In that paper they developed for the irreducible poly- 
nomials a unique decomposition theory for two special cases, called composed 
addition and composed multiplication. Their derivations of these two cases required 
separate arguments and they left open the question of uniqueness for the general 
situation they introduced. 
In this paper we settle the open question of [l] by proving that irreducibles, in 
general, decompose uniquely; consequently, we unify the two separate treatments 
given there into a single, more general theory. In addition, we offer a generalization 
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which unifies into a single theory two fundamental notions of ‘belonging’ found in the 
finite-field theory literature; namely, the notions of ‘belonging to an exponent’ and 
‘belonging to a q-polynomial.’ 
In Section 2 we briefly review the definitions and the basic properties of the 
composed product as described in [l] and in Section 3 we introduce a genera- 
lized norm and develop some of its elementary properties. Equipped with this 
norm, we prove in Section 4 a unique decomposition theorem for a general class 
of abelian groups, thereby settling the unsolved problem raised in [l]. In Section 
5 we demonstrate that the decomposition theory of Section 4 is, in fact, more general 
than the two separate theories developed in [l], by providing some nontrivial 
examples of a groups which are not isomorphic to subgroups of either the multiplica- 
tive or additive cases. In Section 6 we use Mobius inversion to count the irreducibles 
which are indecomposable with respect to the generalized composed product and 
develop a criterion for testing an irreducible for decomposability. In Section 7 we 
unify the notions of ‘belonging to an exponent’ and ‘belonging to a q-polynomial’ by 
introducing the concept of ‘belonging to a module polynomial’ and showing that 
theorems similar to those known in the classical cases also hold in the more general 
setting. 
Throughout the paper, the finite field of q elements is denoted by either [F, 
or GF(q) and the domain of polynomials over the field by lF,[x] or GF[q,x]. 
The notation GF(q) is used primarily when we want to indicate algebraic exten- 
sions of the field such as GF(q*‘). Generally, we view q as being a fixed (but 
arbitrary) prime power and, unless stated otherwise, we assume that all poly- 
nomials are members of lF,[x]. The symbol r4 will denote the algebraic closure 
of [F, and rt will denote the multiplicative group of nonzero members of r4. 
When we refer to r4 as a vector space, we mean r4 as a vector space over lF,. 
If tl is an element in r4, the degree of the minimum polynomial of c1 over IF, is denoted 
by deg(E). 
2. The composed product 
The notion of a composed product for polynomials over [F, as defined in [l] has the 
following general setting: G is a nonempty subset of r4 and 0 is a binary operation on 
G with the following properties: 
(i) (G, 0) is an abelian group. 
(ii) The Frobenius map 6:rq+rq defined by a(cc)=cP is an automorphism of 
(G, 0). 
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that G is a group satisfying these condi- 
tions. 
Within this general setting and following Cl], we let MG[q, x] denote the set of all 
manic polynomials f of degree > 1 whose coefficients are in IF, and whose roots all 
lie in G, and we make the following definition. 
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Definition 2.1. For polynomials f and g in MG[q, x], the composed product of 
f and g, denoted byfo g, is the polynomial defined by 
fOs=rI rI(x-aOP), (1) 
a B 
where the products are over all roots CY of f and roots /? of g, including multiplic- 
ities. 
Comment. The same symbol 0 is used to denote both the operation defined on 
G and the corresponding operation it induces on polynomials. The context should 
make it clear which is meant. 
Clearly, if deg f= m and deg g = n, then deg j-0 g = mn. This property and a number 
of other properties of the product (1) are described in Cl]. For example, it is shown 
that the composed product of any two polynomials in MG[q, x] is again in MG[q, x] 
and that Mo[q, x] under the composed product is a commutative semigroup with 
identity, the identity being x-e, where e is the identity of G. (The fact that x-e is in 
M,[q, x] follows from the fact that e necessarily lies in [F,; indeed, one may write 
e 0 eq = eq = a(e 0 e) = a(e) 0 a(e) = eq 0 eq, so that e=eq by cancellation in G). The 
units of the semigroup MG[q, x] are the polynomials of the form X-U, where a is 
a member of the set GnIF,. 
If a in G has degree n, then the fact that G is a-invariant implies that the minimum 
polynomial of c( over IF, is in MG[q, x]; thus, MG[q, x] contains irreducible poly- 
nomials. Also note that if CI in G has degree n, then the inverse of c( in the group G, 
denoted throughout by 5, also has degree n; indeed, since e=cc 0 E, we see that 
e=eq”=(a 0 j$J”=aq” 0 $“=a 0 $7”; so, E=aq”, implying that the deg(E) divides 
deg(cc). Likewise, deg(E) divides deg(E), so that deg(a) =deg(E). 
Two polynomials f and g in MG[q, x] are called associates if and only if there is 
a unit (x-a) in Mo[q, x] such that j= g 0 (x - CI), and a polynomial fin MG [q, x] is 
said to be decomposable if and only if there are polynomials g and h in MG[q, x], each 
of degree > 2, such that f=g 0 h; otherwise, f is indecomposable. Throughout the 
paper, the term indecomposable polynomial will be used in this sense, while the term 
irreducible polynomial will mean an irreducible polynomial over [F, in the usual sense 
of the word. 
If f is an irreducible in Mo[q, x] of degree 32, then it is clear that f decomposes 
asf=fi Ofi 0 ... Off, where the 5 are indecomposables in Mo[q, x] of degree 3 2. It 
is not clear that such a decomposition is unique up to associates. We will momentarily 
prove this; however, we mention that when f is not irreducible, uniqueness of 
decomposition is not generally true (see [l, p. 1231). The following result, which 
relates the notions of irreducibility and decomposability, is basic to our development 
and is given in [l]. 
Theorem 2.2. If f and g in MG[q, x] have degrees m and n, respectively, then the 
composed product f 0 g is irreducible ifand only if (i) both f and g are irreducible and 
(ii) m and n are relatively prime. 
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As a consequence of Theorem 2.2, if an irreducible f decomposes as f = g 0 h, then 
the component polynomials g and h are necessarily irreducible with relatively prime 
degrees. 
Several examples of groups (G, 0 ) satisfying the above hypotheses are given in [ 11, 
but the two special cases which occupy most of the attention are the following: 
(i) G = rt and the operation is ordinary field multiplication. 
(ii) G = rp and the operation is ordinary field addition. 
These two composed products are called (i) composed multiplication and (ii) com- 
posed addition, respectively, and for these two cases Brawley and Carlitz [l] prove 
that irreducibles decompose uniquely up to associates, but they leave open the 
question of uniqueness in the general case. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we prove uniqueness of decomposition of irreducibles in 
general. A key to this unified treatment is the generalized norm introduced in the next 
section. 
3. A generalized norm 
For each positive integer IZ, put G, = GnF,, and note that every a in G is in G, for 
some n; in fact, if deg(a) = ~1, then a is in Gk if and only if ~11 k. Also note that the identity 
e is in G, for every n3 1, and if CI and fi are in G,, then so are Cc (since deg(E)=n) and 
cx 0 p (since (g 0 p)“” = Mu” 0 /I”” = tl 0 j3); thus, G, is a nonempty, finite, o-invariant 
subgroup of G for each n 2 1. Moreover, if m 1 n, then G, s G,. It is also clear that 
G,n G, = G,,, ,,) and that the subgroup of G generated by G, and G, is contained in 
G,,, n13 where (m, n) and [m, n] denote, respectively, the greatest common divisor (gcd) 
and the least common multiple (lcm) of m and n. 
Our proof of uniqueness uses the following concept of norm for members of the 
group G. 
Definition 3.1. Let (G, 0 ) be a group as described above, let n and m be positive 
integers with mJn, and put k= nJm. Then, for each CI in G, the O-norm of c1 with respect 
to n and m, denoted as N,,:,(a), is defined by 
N,:,(cc)=a () c@“‘O c@” 0 ... 0 CI”(‘-~‘~. (2) 
The O-norm of CY with respect to n and 1 will be denoted more simply as N,(cY): 
N,(cc)=N,:l(a)=aOa40~4’0...0~qn-1. (3) 
Note that if (G, O)=(r,,+) and if agG,=GF(q”), then N,(a) is the usual trace of 
LX over GF(q), and if (G, O)=(r,*;) and a~c,=GF(q”)*, then N,(cc) is the multiplica- 
tive norm of tl over GF(q). 
Most of the standard results for the trace and multiplicative norm (e.g., see [S, pp. 
55-581) can be proved for the O-norm. The results most important for our develop- 
ment are given in the next theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2. The V-norm has the following properties for all positive integers m, n, r 
and all cc,p in G: 
(4 N,(a V B) = NJ4 0 NJB). 
(4 N,,M = N,,:dN,@)). 
(iii) N,+Jcl)N,(E) = (N,(cx))~“. 
(iv) For LEG,,, N,(a)EG,for all m3 1 and N,(u)EG~. 
(v) (N,(Lx))~“EG, if and only ifN,(c()~G,. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from the facts that G is an abelian group and 
(CI 0 j?)qm = czqm 0 pq” for all m 3 0. Furthermore, using the latter fact, from (2) and (3) 
we can conclude that 
N,,:,(N,(a))=(cc 0 aq’O ... 0 cP-‘) 0 (a 0 ~1~ 0 ... ~aq”~‘)qm 0 .‘. 0 
(a v a4 () . . . () &T-‘)4’“-“m 
= N,,(4; 
so, (ii) is established. Statement (iii) follows in a similar fashion. The first part of (iv) is 
valid because G, is a a-invariant subgroup of G, and the second part follows from the 
fact that (N,,(Lx))~= N,(a). Finally, since G, is a-invariant, if N,(U) is in G,, it is clear 
that (N,(cc))~” is also in G,; similarly, if (N,(cx))~” is in G,, then so is (N,(cY.))~“” for all k; 
in particular, if k=deg(N,(rx)), then (N,(cx))~“” =N,(a), implying that N,(R) is 
in G,. 0 
4. Uniqueness of decompositiori in the general case 
We begin the development of a proof of uniqueness with an analogue of a result 
from [l, Theorem 3, p. 1231). 
Theorem 4.1. Let f(x) be an irreducible polynomial in MG[q, x]. If f decomposes in 
M,[q,x] as f=fi Of2 O ... Of* and also as f=gI 0g2 0 ... Og,, where 
degA=deggi=mi for all i, then (i) (mi, mj)= 1 if i#j, (ii) the J’s and gi’s are all 
irreducible, and (iii) fi and gi are associates for each i. 
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) are immediate applications of Theorem 2.2. So: we need 
consider only (iii). Since fi Ofi 0 ... Vfn=gl 0 g2 0 ... Vg,,, there exists a set of 
roots C(i ofJ(x) and pi of gi(X) such that CI~ 0 ~(2 0 ... 0 CC, = pr 0 /I2 0 ... 0 P,,. Thus, 
~lvP;=(~*o/jz)o(~3vP3)v~~~o(~,oP”). 
Now a1 0 PI is in G,, and (e2 0 fi2) 0 (cl3 0 p3) 0 ... 0 (Cc, 0 /?J is in G,, where 
m=m2m3...m, is the least common multiple of m2,m3,,..,m,. Since (m,,m)= 1, it 
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follows that GmlnGm= G,; so, c1r =c 0 /I1 for c in Gr. This means that 
fr=(x-c)Og r; so, fr and g1 are associates. Similarly, J is an associate of gi for 
i=2,...,n. q 
The crucial step in the proof of the uniqueness of decomposition in the general case 
is the following general-case analogue to [l, Lemma 51. 
Theorem 4.2. Let tl, j3, y, 6 be elements of G satisfying the following conditions: 
(9 ~OP=rOk 
(ii) deg(a)=a, deg(b)= b, deg(y)=c, deg(6)=d, 
(iii) (a, b) = (c, d) = 1. 
Then there exist factorizations of a, b, c and d in the form a = mn, b = rs, c = mr, d = ns, 
where m, n, r, s are positive integers which are relatively prime in pairs. Moreover, for any 
such factorization of the degrees, there exist elements a1, aZ,B1, fi2, yl, ~~,8~, a2 of 
G such that c(=q Oa,, fi=pl 0 p2, y=yl Oyz, 6=d1 OS,, where deg(a,)=m, 
degW=n, deg(P,)=r, deg(PA=s, deg(y,)=m, deg(y,)=r, deg(bi)=n, deg(&)=s. 
Proof. Putting (a, c)=m, (a,d)=n, (b,c)=r and (b,d)=s, we find that a=mn, b=rs, 
c = mr and d = ns, where m, n, r and s are relatively prime in pairs; thus, the first part of 
the theorem is established. From (i) we may write 
a 0 jj=/?O 6. (4) 
Since deg(a)=mn and deg(y3=mr, it follows that aEG,, and j&G,,,,; hence, a,? and 
a 0 7 are all in G,,,. This means deg(a 0 y)Imnr and likewise, deg@ 0 6)lrns. Thus, 
from (4) we find that deg(a 0 ?)I gcd(mnr, rns) = rn. In fact, deg(a 0 7) = rn. To estab- 
lish this equality, let deg(a 0 jj)=r’n’, where r’lr and n' 1 n. Then 
aq”“‘” = (y 0 a () qz- = y’“““’ () (ii 0 qF” = y 0 PO 6=a; hence, deg(a)=mnImn’r’s, 
which implies n I n’. This means n = n’, and likewise r = Y’. 
Now put I=a 0 ji=PO 6, so that 
a=yO& (5) 
where deg(a) = mn, deg(y) = mr, and deg(A) = nr. Using Theorem 3.2(i), we may write 
N,,(a) = N,,(Y) 0 N&). (6) 
By Theorem 3.2(iv), N,,(a) is in Gi, N,,(y) is in G,,, and N,,,(A) is in G,,. Therefore, 
solving (6) for N,,(y), we find that N,,(y) is in G,,, since it is a product of elements 
from G1 and from G,,. This means that N,,(y) is in both G,, and G,,; hence, 
N,,(Y) E G,= GmrnG,,. (7) 
Similarly, from (5) we can conclude that N,,(a) = N,,(y) 0 N,,(A), where N,,(a) E G,,, 
N,,(y) E G,, and N,,(A) E G,; hence, we can conclude, as above, that 
N,,(Y) E G, = GmnnGmr. (8) 
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Since (mn, mr) =rn, there exist positive integers u and u such that (mn)u-(mr)u=m. 
Now, Y E G,, implies that 7 E G,,; so N,,(v) E G, and, consequently, N,,,(y3 E Gi. 
Similarly, N,,(y) E G, implies that N,,,(y) E G,; thus, N,,,(y) 0 N,,,(fl is in G,. But 
from Theorem 3.2(iii), we see that 
N,“,(Y) 0 N,,“(7))=N,,“.,(Y) v Nfn,“(7)=(N,(Y))4”‘u; 
so, by Theorem 3.2(v), it follows that 
N,(Y) E Gr, (9) 
and, by symmetry, we see that 
N,(Y) E G,. (10) 
Now, (m, r) = 1; so, there are positive integers x and y such that mx - ry = 1. From (9) 
and (10) we see that N,,(y) E G, and N,,(y3 E G,; hence, again using Theorem 3.2(iii), 
we may write 
N,,(y) 0 NAY = Nry + I (Y) 0 Nry(7) = (NI (Y))~” = Y”“‘; (11) 
showing that Aq” is expressible as the product N,,(y) 0 N,,(y3 of elements from G, and 
G,, respectively. From (11) it follows that 
?jf”- = (y4’“)4”-” = (N,,(Y) 0 N&Nq”‘“-” 
=(N,,(y))q’“‘~~” 0 (N,,(~))q’“~-l’. (12) 
But yq”” = y; so, (12) implies that y decomposes as y=yl 0 yz, where y1 =(N,,(y3)q’“~~” 
is from G, and yz =(N,,(y))q’P1”~l’ is in G,. Because deg(y) = mr, deg(y ,) = m and 
deg(y,)=r. In a similar fashion IX, p and 6 also decompose; so, the proof is 
complete. 0 
We can now prove the uniqueness. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f (x) E MG [q, x] be irreducible with deg f = n > 1. Iff (x) decomposes in 
two ways as 
f=fiOf~O~~~vfk=s~O~*v~~~vs~, (13) 
where thef;Ts and gi’s are indecomposable in Mo[q, x], then k = t and there is a reorder- 
ing of the gi’s such that J and gi are associates for i = 1,2, . . . , k. 
Proof. Set deg(L)=ni and deg(gi)=ml. The ni’s are pairwise relatively prime by 
Theorem 2.2 and, likewise, so are the mis. Thus, there exists some ni, say n,, and 
a corresponding mj, which can be considered ml, such that (nl , ml) = d # 1. From (13) 
there are roots Cli of fi and pi of gi such that CL~ 0 (~2 0 CX~ 0 ... 0 CQ)= 
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/11 0 (pz 0 /?a 0 ... 0 j?J. By Theorem 4.2, there exist cc; and a; such that 
CI~ = a; 0 a’;, where deg(&)= d and deg(a;) = nl/d. Since d and nl/d are relatively 
prime, we can conclude that fi =f; Of;‘, where f; and f;’ are the minimum poly- 
nomials of a; and cr’;, respectively. Since fi is indecomposable, ither d = nl or d = 1. 
But d # 1 by choice; so d = n, . Again by Theorem 4.2, there exist P; and /3; such that 
fil = 8; 0 pi, where deg(B; ) = d and deg@‘[ ) = ml/d. Since g 1 is indecomposable, we 
conclude that d = ml. Thus deg(f,) = deg(g,) and CI~ and /11 are associates. Inductively, 
it follows that k =j and that there is a reordering of the irreducibles uch thatf;, and gi 
are associates for each i. q 
To interpret Theorem 4.3 inside the group G, we make the following definitions: an 
element y E G with deg(y)> 1 is called decomposable with respect to 0 if y can be 
factored as y=a 0 j3, where deg(a)> 1, deg(P)> 1, and (deg(oc),deg(P))= 1. Otherwise, 
y is indecomposable. Two elements y,6 EG of degree > 1 are called associates if and 
only if y = 6 0 c, where c E G 1. With these definitions, an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 4.3 is the following unique factorization theorem for G. 
Theorem 4.4. Each element y E G of degree d(y)> 1 can be factored as 
y=yl 0 y2 0 .*. 0 yt, where each yi is an indecomposable in G and 
d(y)=d(yl)d(y2)...d(y,). Furthermore, ify=6, 0 6,O ... 0 ~5~ is another suchfuctoriz- 
ation, then k = t and there is a reordering of the 6i such that yi and 6i are associates. 
5. Some new examples 
Every example given in [I] of a group (G, 0 ) satisfying the appropriate conditions 
(as discussed in Section 2) is either a subgroup of the multiplicative group rz or the 
additive group r4 or else is isomorphic to one of these subgroups. Hence, the 
uniqueness of decomposition for these examples is covered by one of the two 
treatments of [ 11. The purpose of the present section is to demonstrate that the unique 
decomposition theory developed in this paper is more than a unification of the two 
separate theories developed in [l], by providing nontrivial examples of groups which 
are not isomorphic to subgroups of the multiplicative or additive cases. These 
examples are inductively constructed and their construction involves the usual multi- 
plicative group f’z. Familiarity with the concepts of Steinitz numbers and the subfield 
structure of r4 as presented in [3] is assumed. 
Suppose that (H, 0) is some finite abelian group, where H is a set of nonzero 
elements of r4 and 0(x)=x4 is an automorphism of (H, 0). With the idea of 
embedding H in a much larger group, let do, dl, dz,d3, . . . denote any sequence of 
integers elected sequentially by the following procedure. The integer do is taken as 1, 
the integer d, is the smallest positive integer such that Hc GF(qdl)*, and, for each 
i~ 1, the integer di+ 1 is defined recursively by di + 1 = dini, where n, is selected as any 
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integer > 1 satisfying (ni, qdi- l)= 1. Note that the sequence do,dl ,&, . . . is a so- 
called divisor sequence in that di divides di+ 1 ; thus, we may consider the Steinitz 
number N defined as the limit of the sequence {di) (see [3]). 
We now use the divisor sequence d,, , d, , d2, . . . to construct, inductively, a sequence 
of groups (Hi, 0) SO that Hi is embedded as a proper subgroup of Hi+l. First, 
set H,,=H. Next, assuming that Hi has been constructed, Put 
(~=(~dini_ l)/(qdl- l)=(qdl+ 1 - l)/(qdl- 1) so that 8 satisfies (0, qdi - l)= 1 since 
0 = qdi(ni- 1) + qd,(n, - 2) + ... +qd’+ 1 ~~i(mod(qdl- 1)). Let c1 be an element of 
GF(qdl+‘)=GF(qdinE) whose multiplicative order is 13 and define Hi+1 to be the set 
Here multiplication and exponentiation are with respect to the ordinary multiplica- 
tion in rz. Since (8,qdi- l)= 1, it follows that 0 is the least integer such that 
~8 E GF(qd’); consequently, if y1 ak’ = y2akz for YiJzE Hi and O<kl,kl<8, then 
yi =y2 and k, =k2. Thus, the representation of members of Hi+l in the form yxk 
(where y E Hi, 0 <k < 0) is unique and 1 Hi+ 1 I= 81 HJ. We extend the operation 0 to 
an operation on Hi+ 1 by defining 
(YIUk’) v (Y2ak2)=(Y1 0 2bk> (14) 
where the () product on the right is the product in Hi, where kl + k2 3 k(mod 0) and 
juxtaposition represents ordinary multiplication. Note that gkl +k2 = ak because of the 
selection of c(. 
It is readily checked that Hi+1 under the operation defined by (14) is an abelian 
group with (Hi, 0) as a proper subgroup. Moreover, if yuk is in Hi+ 1, then 
&~~)=yi~l~l, where y4=y1 is in Hi (because 0 is an automorphism of Hi) and 
k, = qk(mod t?), 0 d kl < 8. Thus, 0 is a bijective mapping from Hi+ 1 to Hi+ 1. Further, 
for arbitrary yips’ and y2ak2 in Hi+l, we may write 
a((&a”‘) 0 (y2Crk’))=((y1 0 y2)c6+k2)4=(y1 0 y2)V’+k2)q=(y; 0 y;)ak1q+k2q 
= (y”, cZklq) 0 (y”, c&q) = o(y, 21) 0 o(y*&); 
hence, c is an automorphism on Hi+l. 
The union of the sequence H=HocH1 cH2cH3c ... is a set G of nonzero 
elements of the field GF(qN). Moreover, if the group (H, 0) is not isomorphic to any 
multiplicative or additive subgroup of the field r,, then the group (G, 0) will have this 
same property. Note that if (H, 0) is the usual multiplicative group GF(qdl)*, then the 
groups Hi are the usual multiplicative groups GF(qdl+‘)*; however, there are many 
other operations 0 which can be defined on Hi to convert it to an abelian group 
(Hi, 0) for which a(x)=xq is an automorphism and these groups need not be 
isomorphic to GF(qdi+ *)*. 
For example, we may take H to be any set of nonzero elements from GF(q) and let 
0 be any operation such that (H, 0) is an abelian group. Clearly, such a group (H, 0) 
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generally need not be isomorphic to an additive or multiplicative subgroup of r,, yet 
trivially D is an automorphism of (H, 0) and our construction embeds H in a group G. 
The theory of the last section applies to (G, 0). 
More specifically, let q = 5 and define the operation 0 on H = { 1,2,3,4} as follows: 
Then (H, 0) is the Klein 4-group. Further, at each step in the selection of the divisor 
sequence do,dl,dz, .., , we may choose ni = 5 in which case di = 5’ and N = 5”. Then 
the limiting group G is composed of the elements of GF(qSm)*, but (G, 0) is not 
isomorphic to any of the additive or multiplicative subgroups of Ts. 
6. Some enumeration formulas and a test for decomposability 
For both the additive and the multiplicative cases, Brawley and Carlitz [l] give 
formulas for the number of indecomposable irreducibles of degree m and they also 
give tests to determine when an irreducible decomposes multiplicatively [l] and 
additively [2]. In this section we derive corresponding results for the general group 
(G, 0). These formulas involve the numbers 1 G,I = 1 GnF,, 1, which of course depend 
on the nature of G. Since the derivations are similar to those of [ 11, our development is 
brief. 
First, we need a formula for the number Ye(n) of irreducibles of degree n in 
M,[q,x]. Clearly, the number of elements of degree n in G is nY,(n); thus, since din 
implies G,,cG,, we may write 1G.l =&,,d!P,(d), and it follows that 
In order to determine the number of indecomposable irreducibles of degree n, we 
use Mobius inversion on a lattice isomorphic to the partition lattice of a finite set [l]. 
More precisely, let 6 denote the collection of all finite subsets of integers which have 
theformS={n,,nz,..., nk}, with each ni 2 2 and (ni, nj) = 1 for i #j. For any two such 
sets S and T, define S< T if and only if the members of T can be obtained by 
multiplying together members of S. (For example,, {2,3,7} d {3,14} < {42}.) The set 
4 under the relation < is a partially ordered set. It does not have a minimum element, 
but one can be adjoined, say 0, and the resulting poset is locally finite and, hence, has 
a Mobius function p. Of particular interest is the Mobius function p evaluated at sets 
Sand T,whereS={n,,n,... , nk} and T is the singleton T= {nl n2 . . . &}. It is known 
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for this S and T (see [4]) that p(S, T)=( - l)k-‘(k- l)!. For each integer na2, let 
De(n) denote the number of elements of degree n in G which are decomposable, let 
Z,(n) denote the number of elements of degree II in G which are indecomposable, and 
for S={n1,n2, . . . ,Q}ECI, put 
k-l 
zGh)zG(n2) “‘IGhk). 
Then DG(S) is the number of elements CI of degree IZ = n, n2 ... & which decompose as 
c(=c~i 0 a2 0 ... 0 elk, where Cli is an indecomposable member of G,i, i= 1,2, . . . , k. 
(This follows from the unique decomposition Theorem 4.4 and the fact that arbitrary 
elements ci of G1 can be inserted in front of the k- 1 members of the product 
(ci 0 c(i) 0 (c2 0 c(~) 0 ... 0 (ck 0 ak) and still yield the element CC) Note that oG({n}) 
and De(n) are different; indeed, Dc({n))=Io(n). It follows that 
IG.1 = 1 DG(‘% (16) 
S<T 
where T= {n} and where, for convenience, we have defined oc(e)=O. Using Mobius 
inversion on the lattice ~1, we see that 
r,(n)= 1 (-l)k-l(k-l)! IGnj. 
S6T 
(17) 
The number of decomposable elements of degree n can be found from (15), (17) and the 
relation r,(n) + DG(n) = !?G(n). 
We now develop a test for determining whether or not a given irreducible in 
MG[q, x] decomposes with respect to 0. This test generalizes the multiplicative test 
given in [l] and additive test given in [2]. 
For each m,nal, put G,..=(~EG: r=ccOfi, where CIEG, and PEG,}. Then 
G , is a a-invariant subgroup of G, and for (m, n)= 1, it follows from elementary 
grlu”p theory that IG,,.I=IG,IIG,I/IG1(. Let fm,“(x) denote the polynomial whose 
roots are the members of G,, ,,, i.e., 
fm,n(x)= n (x-7). (18) 
YEGffl,. 
Then &eG,,, &EGn(~-a 0 /3)=(fm,n(~))k, where k=IG1l and we may state the test. 
Theorem 6.1. I&f(x) E MG[q, x] be an irreducible of degree mn, where (m, n) = 1. Then 
there are in MG[qrx] irreducibles g(x) of degree m and h(x) of degree n such that 
f=g 0 h if and only iff(x) divides fm, ,,(x). 
Proof. If f decomposes as f= g 0 h, where deg g = m, deg g = n and (m, n) = 1, then the 
roots of f(x) are distinct and have the form y = c( 0 p, where CL has degree m and /I has 
degree n; thus, f (x) vm, Jx). On the other hand, suppose f (x) is an irreducible of degree 
mn and thatf(x)lf,,,(x). Thenf(x) h as a root u 0 /I, where the degree of a is m and the 
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degree @ is n. Let g(x) and h(x) be the minimum polynomials of c( and fi, respectively, 
so that deg g(x) = m and deg h(x) = n. Since f(x) is irreducible, we may write 
IfIn- 
f(x) = n (x - (a v PI”” 1. (19) 
k=O 
Since (m, n) = 1, the right-hand side of (19) equals nyi,i nli,’ (x - (c(“j 0 /Iq’), which in 
turn is the composed porduct g 0 h. 0 
It should be pointed out that the polynomialf,, ,,(x) has its coefficients in [F,, a fact 
which is easily proved but will also follow from the results of the next section. For the 
multiplicative (additive) case, the polynomial f,, n(x) is calculated explicitly in [l] 
([2]) further refining the test. 
7. Module polynomials 
In the present section, we briefly review the two basic notions of ‘belonging’ as 
found in the literature and then we describe how these notions can be unified into 
a general theory. 
If j(x) is a polynomial over [F, with a nonzero constant term, then f(x) 
divides a polynomial of the form x”- 1 and we say thatf(x) belongs to the exponent e 
if e is the least positive integer such that f(x)1 xe- 1. (We also say that e is the 
exponent or order of f(x).) Such a concept, known to Gauss (see [S, pp. 131, 
6221) and developed by Serret [lo] and others, has been applied in the theory 
of linear recursive sequences (see [9] or [S, Chapter 81). Similarly, if f(x) is an 
arbitrary polynomial over IF,, thenf(x) divides some manic q-polynomial of the form 
L(x)=aox+a,X~+u~X~2+ ‘.. +x4” over IF, and we say that f(x) belongs to L(x) if 
L(x) is the manic q-polynomial of least degree divisible byf(x). Many of the properties 
of q-polynomials were developed by Ore [7, 81, but they have since been studied 
by others (e.g., [6, 11, 121). 
In the development of the theory of each of these concepts, it is usual to consider 
first the irreducibles p(x), then the irreducible powers p(x)’ and, finally, products 
of relatively prime factors g(x)h(x). Then, if the irreducible factorization 
f(x)=pI(x)“pz(x)” ... pk(xp is known and if the exponents (or q-polynomials) of each 
of the pi(x)‘s are known, it is straightforward to obtain the exponent (or q-polynomial) 
to which f(x) belongs. 
There are numerous other parallel results in the two theories. For example, in the 
theory of belonging to an exponent, there is the result (see[S]): 
If p(x)#x is irreducible, then p(x) belongs to exponent e if and only if e is the 
multiplicative order of one (all) of the roots of p(x). In this case (e, q) = 1 and the roots of 
p(x) generate the (unique) subgroup H of r: of order e. 
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In the theory of belonging to a q-polynomial, there is the parallel result (also 
see [S]): 
Ifp(x) is irreducible, then p(x) belongs to L(x) = a0x + a, x4 + ... + a,xq” ifund only iLf 
a, is nonzero and the roots of L(x) constitute the subspuce V ofr, generated by the roots 
ofp(x). 
These results show that the exponent, respectively, the q-polynomial, to which an 
irreducible belongs is intimately related to a certain finite o-invariant subgroup 
contained in the algebraic closure r4. This is the key to unification, which requires 
only a slight expansion of the group notions of [l]. 
Specifically, for the remainder of this paper we shall view G as an R-module; 
i.e., we assume G is a nonempty subset of rq, R is a ring with 1, 0 is a binary 
operation on G, and there is defined a ring by group element multiplication rcll E G 
such that 
(i) (G, ()) is a (left) R-module, 
(ii) the Frobenius map a(a)=aq is an R-automorphism of the module (G, 0). 
By a submodule of G we will always mean an R-submodule, and by an automorphism 
we will always mean an R-automorphism. 
(Note that since any abelian group is a Z-module, this definition includes the 
situation described at the beginning of Section 2.) 
Within this general setting, we are again interested in the set MG[q,x] of all 
manic polynomials of degree 3 1 with coefficients in IF, and roots in G, but we 
also focus on a certain subset of MG[q,x] whose members are to play the roles 
of (i) the polynomials xe-- 1 in the case of belonging to an exponent and (ii) 
the polynomials L(x) = u0x + a, x4 + ... + u,xq” in the case of belonging to a q- 
polynomial. 
Let kA denote the collection of all finite o-invariant submodules of G. (M is 
not empty since {e} is such a submodule as is G, for each n> 1; further, if G# {e}, 
then each element a E G, a#e, generates a finite nontrivial, a-invariant submodule.) 
Since the mapping a(x)=xq is an R-automorphism of every H E M, there exist 
integers n 20 for which the mapping I defined by A(x) =xp” is an automorphism 
of every H E M. (Here p is the characteristic of [F,.) Let J! denote the collection of all 
such nonnegative integers so that 9= {mk: k>O), where m is the least such positive 
integer. 
Definition 7.1. For each finite a-invariant submodule H of G, the module polynomial 
associated with H is the polynomial defined by 
More generally, by a module polynomial is meant any polynomial F (x) which has the 
form F(x) = Fn(xP”) for some n E 2 
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Let n E 9 and let H E bQ. Since the mapping A(x) = xp” is an automorphism of H, it 
follows that, for every element c1 E H, there is a unique solution in H to the equation 
xp” = CC. Therefore, we may write 
which implies the following result. 
Theorem 7.2. Each module polynomial is a polynomial in M,[q,x]. 
The following examples show that the notion of a module polynomial is an 
appropriate unifying concept. 
Example 7.3. Let (G, 0) denote the multiplicative group (r,*, .) as a Z-module. Then 
MG [q, x] consists of the monies in [F, [x] of degree > 1 with nonzero constant term 
and the module polynomials are the polynomials of the form xePn - 1, where (e, q) = 1. 
(Note that in the classical case of belonging to an exponent, the exponents ep” are 
precisely the exponents to which polynomials can belong.) 
Example 7.4. Let (G, 0) denote the module (r,, +) as a vector space over GF(q). 
Then M,[q, x] consists of all the manic polynomials in [F, [x] of degree > 1 and the 
module polynomials are the manic q-polynomials. 
The general concept of belonging to a module polynomial is given by the following 
definition. 
Definition 7.5. Iff(x)E MG [q, x], thenf(x) belongs to the module polynomial F(x) if and 
only if (i) f(x)1 F(x), and (ii) F(x) has least degree among all module polynomials 
divisible by f(x). 
For purposes of counting the irreducible polynomials which belong to a given 
module polynomial, we introduce the following integer-valued function Q on the 
module polynomials. 
Definition 7.6. Let F(x) be a module polynomial and let H denote the module of roots 
of F(x). Then Q(F(x)) denotes the number of elements in H which are in no proper 
g-invariant submodule of H. 
Note. If G denotes the multiplicative group of rz as a E-module then, for any 
e satisfying (e, q)= 1, it is readily seen that Q(xe- l)= 4(e). Further, if G denotes the 
additive group of r4 as a IF,-module then, for any q-polynomial L(x) = Ca;x” over [F,, 
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with a0 ~0, Q@(x))= @(l(x)), where @ is the F,(x) analogue of the Euler &function 
and l(~)=Caix'. 
We may now state results which generalize the corresponding results in each 
of the two classical cases of belonging and, thus, unify these two cases into a 
single more general theory. The proofs are straightforward and are omitted for 
brevity. 
(1) Every polynomialf(x) E MG [q, x] belongs to a unique module polynomial F(x). 
(2) If p(x) E MG[q, x] is irreducible, then p(x) belongs to the module polynomial 
F(x) iff F(x) has distinct roots which constitute the submodule H of G generated by 
the roots of p(x). 
(3) All irreducibles p(x) E MG[q,x] which belong to a given module polynomial 
F(x) have the same degree n, where IZ is the least integer such that all the roots of F(x) 
are in G,. 
(4) For each module polynomial F(x) with distinct roots, the number of irre- 
ducibles p(x) in MG[q,x] which belong to F(x) is Q(F(x))/m, where Q is given 
by Definition 7.6 and m is the least integer m such that all the roots of F(x) are 
in G,. 
(5) If p(x) E MG[q, x] is an irreducible belonging to the module polynomial F(x), 
then (p(x))’ belongs to F(xP”‘), where m generates Z? and pm”- ‘) < t <pm’. 
(6) Iff(x) and g(x) in MG[q, x] are relatively prime polynomials,f(x) belongs to the 
module polynomial FH(xP’) and g(x) belongs to the module polynomial FK(xPS), then 
the productf(x)g(x) belongs to the module polynomial FL(xP’), where L is the module 
(H, K) generated by H and K and t=max(r,s). 
Comment. In the general case there can be a-invariant modules H, with asso- 
ciated module polynomial F(x) such that Q(F(x))=O, i.e., this happens when H 
is not the o-invariant module generated by one of its elements. (See the example 
at the end of the Section 5.) This means that, for some module polynomials F(x) 
(even with distinct roots), the number of irreducibles belonging to F(x) can be zero. 
This phenomenon does not occur in the classical cases; indeed, this is the essence of 
the existence of(i) a primitive element c( for [F,*, or (ii) an element CI which generates 
a normal basis for [F,.. 
Comment. An inductive construction similar to that given in Section 5 can be done 
for modules. 
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